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ABOUT THE EnErgy AnD thE WEst SERIES

This report is the fourth in a series—Energy and the West—published by Headwaters Economics on 
the topic of energy development.  This series is designed to assist the public and public officials in 
making informed choices about energy development that will benefit the region over the long term. 

The reports in the Energy and the West series, listed below, cover the policy context for energy 
development in the West and the resulting impacts to states, counties, and communities  viewed 
from the perspective of economic performance (i.e., jobs, personal income, wages) and fiscal 
health (i.e., state and county budgets, revenues and expenses).  The series also includes forthcom-
ing state and local area case studies, which highlight benefits and costs in greater detail.

Titles in the Energy and the West series:

•	 Energy	Development	and	the	Changing	Economy	of	the	West	

•	 U.S.	Energy	Needs	and	the	Role	of	Western	Public	Lands

•	 Fossil	Fuel	Extraction	as	a	County	Economic	Development	Strategy:	Are	Energy-focusing	
Counties Benefiting?

•	 Energy	Revenue	in	the	Intermountain	West:	State	and	Local	Taxes	and	Royalties	from	Oil,	
Natural	Gas,	and	Coal

•	 Impacts	of	Energy	Development	in	Colorado,	with	a	Case	Study	of	Mesa	and	Garfield	
Counties

•	 Impacts	of	Energy	Development	in	Wyoming,	with	a	Case	Study	of	Sweetwater	County

•	 Potential	Impacts	of	Energy	Development	in	Montana,	with	a	Case	Study	of	the	Powder	
River	Basin

•	 Potential	Impacts	of	Energy	Development	in	New	Mexico,	with	a	Case	Study	of	Otero	
County

To	access	these	reports,	go	to:	www.headwaterseconomics.org/energy. 
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INTRODUCTION

A	group	of	state	senators	and	representatives	recently	toured	Colorado’s	West	Slope	to	assess	how	
communities are experiencing the current surge in oil and natural gas development.  They agreed 
that the tens of millions of dollars in tax and royalty revenue these communities currently collect 
from	oil	and	natural	gas	wells	are	not	enough	to	mitigate	the	same	industry’s	impacts	on	wildlife,	
roads, and public services.1		Just	over	the	state’s	northern	border,	the	Wyoming	state	legislature	
faces	a	different	policy	issue:	what	to	do	with	a	billion	dollar	surplus	generated	by	that	state’s	taxes	
on and royalties from energy industries.  

What accounts for such divergent experiences from the current surge in energy development across 
the	Intermountain	West?		Economists	may	never	arrive	at	the	definitive	answer,	but	one	point	of	
agreement	is	that	tax	policy	matters.	State	and	local	governments	make	critical	decisions	concern-
ing how to tax oil, natural gas, and coal extraction, and how to distribute the resulting revenue. 
These	are	watershed	choices	that	have	immediate	and	long-term	implications	for	their	citizens’	
quality of life. 

For	example,	community	leaders	across	the	Intermountain	West	are	finding	that	revenue	from	
energy development is crucial for mitigating the impacts of extraction activities on public health, 
local	infrastructure,	and	the	environment.		And	states	can	benefit	when	revenue	is	sufficient—after	
paying to mitigate impacts—to invest in permanent funds, schools, and economic development 
that	improve	a	state’s	long-term	fiscal	and	economic	well-being.			

However,	the	reverse	is	also	true:	failing	to	tax	well,	or	to	spend	and	invest	tax	proceeds	wisely,	can	
negatively	affect	the	quality	of	life	and	competitive	position	of	places	where	energy	development	is	
occurring	in	the	Intermountain	West.	

In	this	report,	we	compare	how	well	five	Intermountain	West	states—Colorado,	Montana,	New	
Mexico,	Utah,	and	Wyoming—capture	revenue	from	energy	development,	and	how	well	they	
direct	these	resources	to	fund	pressing	public	needs	and	to	build	long-term	wealth	for	the	states’	
citizens.		We	explain	the	main	differences	between	each	state’s	taxing	and	spending	strategies,	and	
highlight respective strengths and weaknesses.2 

In	the	first	section	of	this	report,	we	examine	differences	in	how	effectively	each	state	captures	rev-
enue	from	energy	development.		This	involves	a	close	look	at	each	state’s	“effective	tax	rate,”	which	
is	the	ratio	of	tax	revenue	to	the	gross	value	of	the	energy	produced—i.e.,	higher	effective	tax	rates	
capture	more	value	from	production	than	lower	effective	tax	rates.	

Section	two	analyzes	the	relationships	between	tax	rates,	the	pace	and	scale	of	drilling	activities,	
and tax revenue.  

Section	three	profiles	how	the	states	differ	in	their	choices	about	using	energy	revenue—specifical-
ly	in	how	much	priority	they	give	to:	one,	addressing	immediate	needs	directly	related	to	energy	
extraction; two, paying for current general government operations and public education; and 
three, investing in permanent funds to provide income to meet future needs.  
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Questions Answered in this Report:

1.	 Which	states	capture	higher	effective	tax	rates	and	do	the	best	job	of	managing	the	volatil-
ity of energy tax revenue?

2.	 Does	state	tax	policy	affect	the	scale	of	energy	exploration	and	production,	and	the	
amount of revenue captured by government?  

3. How well does each state direct revenue from energy development to manage its impacts, 
and invest and spend revenue to build long-term wealth?

SUMMARY fINDINGS 

Effective tax rates vary dramatically between states, with some states capturing 
significantly higher amounts of tax revenue from oil, natural gas, and coal  
production.

Wyoming’s	effective	tax	rate	of	15.9	percent	is	one	and	a	half	times	higher	than	Colorado’s	6.2	
percent	effective	tax	rate.		New	Mexico’s	15.0	percent,	Utah’s	12.1	percent,	and	Montana’s	9.8	
percent	effective	tax	rates	also	show	significant	variation	between	the	states.		Higher	effective	tax	
rates will capture more value from the same amount of production, providing government with 
more revenue.  This means Wyoming is in the best fiscal position to mitigate the impacts of energy 
extraction, and will have more options for investing and spending energy revenue in ways that 
build	long-term	wealth.		Colorado’s	low	effective	tax	rate	will	make	it	less	able	to	respond	to	press-
ing needs, and to leverage wealth from non-renewable resources into broader economic growth.

Public revenue derived from energy production is inherently volatile and states 
benefit if they address this instability proactively. 

Energy	taxes	and	royalites	are	based	on	production	value,	which	can	be	highly	volatile.		As	a	result,	
energy revenue can be highly volatile, too. Providing services from an uncertain revenue stream 
makes long-term fiscal planning difficult, and can be risky particularly for rural counties and small 
towns.		Local	government	may	use	energy	revenue	to	hire	new	police	officers,	or	to	build	a	new	
school,	only	to	see	these	revenues	fall	if	energy	prices	or	production	drop	off.		Tax	structure	has	an	
important	dampening	or	exaggerating	effect	on	revenue	volatility,	so	states	have	the	ability	to	bring	
greater	predictability	to	their	revenue	stream.		Colorado	and	Utah	have	done	relatively	poorly	at	
adopting	tax	policy	that	manages	volatility,	while	Wyoming	and	New	Mexico	have	done	relatively	
better. 
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States can increase effective tax rates and realize higher revenue from energy 
development with little risk of affecting the local energy economy. 

The oil, natural gas, and coal industries are guided chiefly by the location of reserves, and are less able 
to relocate than are industries with mobile capital resources (such as textile mills or auto-makers).  
Other factors such as price, access to markets (e.g., oil and natural gas pipelines), and technology 
have	more	significant	effects	on	industry	activities.		We	also	find	no	evidence	to	suggest	that	the	dra-
matically	different	effective	tax	rates	in	the	Intermountain	West	have	led	to	more	or	less	investment	
from state to state.  Montana reduced its tax rates and extended incentives to the oil and natural gas 
industries	in	the	late	1990s.		At	the	same	time,	Wyoming	studied	the	issue,	finding	that	new	incen-
tives were unlikely to stimulate new exploration and drilling, and chose not to alter its tax structure.  
The	results	of	these	choices	are	clear:	Wyoming	has	captured	proportionately	higher	benefits	than	
Montana	from	the	current	surge	in	energy	production	value,	and	there	is	no	evidence	that	Montana’s	
tax breaks worked—Montana has stimulated less, not more, energy development than Wyoming and 
left more than half a billion in revenue on the table. 

Some states direct higher sums to address immediate needs directly related to 
energy extraction, while others do a better job investing in permanent funds to 
provide income to meet future needs.

Colorado	and	Utah	distribute	the	highest	proportions	of	revenue	from	energy	production	to	com-
munities	and	agencies	managing	the	direct	impacts	of	extraction	activities.		Wyoming	and	New	
Mexico retain proportionately more at the state level, depositing revenue in the state general fund.  
On the one hand, these two states steer smaller proportions of energy production tax revenue to 
communities where the impacts from energy development are often acute and can erode quality 
of	life	for	citizens	if	they	are	not	adequately	mitigated.		On	the	other	hand,	Wyoming	and	New	
Mexico have invested the largest amount of energy revenue into permanent funds, which now 
generate significant income that helps to pay for education and infrastructure statewide.  Montana 
rests squarely in the middle, sharing oil and natural gas production taxes evenly between the state 
and local governments where energy production is taking place. 
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TAx POlICy PRIMER: BAsIC tErMs AnD hoW stAtEs tAx EnErgy rEsourCEs 

Energy Revenue 
Refers to taxes and royalties paid to federal, state and local governments that are derived directly from 
the extraction of oil, natural gas, and coal.  The majority of energy revenue come from production taxes 
(including severance), property taxes, and state and federal royalties, each linked directly to the produc-
tion value of energy resources.3  

Mineral 
federal and state authorities that regulate and tax fossil fuel energy resources—such as oil, natural gas, and 
coal—often refer to “mineral” revenue, which is a category that also includes other mineral commodities such 
as hard rock minerals, sand, and gravel. because of limitations in the level of detail available from federal and 
state data sources, it is sometimes not possible to separate energy resources from these other mineral com-
modities.  The bulk (over 80%) of  “mineral” tax and royalty revenue is related to energy resources. 

Production Value
Energy revenue is generated from taxes and royalties levied against the production value of oil, natural 
gas, and coal extraction.  Production value is the product of the price and the production volume, and 
can vary dramatically from year to year.  

Production Taxes (includes Severance Tax)  
a production tax is a tax on oil, natural gas, and coal extracted, or severed, from the earth. Production taxes 
on oil and natural gas are tied to production value, and rise and fall with energy prices and production, 
sometimes dramatically.  Coal severance taxes are based on tonnage, and tend to be more stable from year 
to year.  oil and natural gas producers deduct transportation and processing costs and mineral royalties 
from gross production value to reach the net, or taxable value. Each state also has a complicated and var-
ied matrix of tax rates, incentives, and exemptions that affect the amount of tax collected. 

Property Taxes 
Property taxes, like production taxes, tax the production value of energy resources extracted from the 
ground.  Pipelines, land, and equipment are also taxed in most states.  Property taxes are calculated by 
the formula: 

net Market Value  x  assessment Rate  x  Mill levy  =  Tax bill

•	 Net	Market	Value	is	equal	to	gross	production	value	minus	transportation	and	processing	costs	and	
royalties. 

•	 The	Assessment	Rate	is	the	percent	of	the	net	market	value	subject	to	property	taxation.

•	 A	Mill	Levy	is	the	“tax	rate”	each	county,	city,	and	school	district	levies	to	fund	local	services.		A	com-
plex mix of state and local laws restrict the number of mills that make up the mill levy, and may also 
limit how fast revenue and spending can grow.   

Royalties
Royalties are “production” taxes paid to the land owner, including federal and state governments, Indian 
tribes, and private individuals. federal royalties are paid to the U.s. Treasury, and roughly half are re-
turned to the states.  Roughly half of federal royalties are returned to the state where drilling takes place.  
state royalties range from 12.5 percent in Colorado to 16.7 percent in Wyoming.  Royalty figures include 
bonuses paid through the competitive leasing process (a premium paid by a company to win a leasing 
contract to drill in a specific area) and fees or rents paid to maintain a lease.  
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WHICH STATES CAPTuRE THE HIgHEST EffECTIVE  
TAx RATES fROM ENERgy DEVElOPMENT?

The amount of revenue each state captures from the extraction of non-renewable energy resources 
is	important	to	a	state’s	fiscal	capacity	to	protect	the	quality	of	life	enjoyed	by	its	citizens.		

Energy development is intensive, and its impacts on communities and the environment can be 
both acute and lasting (e.g., spills from drilling rigs into surface water and long-term contamina-
tion	of	underground	aquifers).		States	have	significant	regulatory	and	taxing	authority	to	monitor	
and mitigate these impacts, and maintain the existing quality of infrastructure and services.  They 
typically also set aside energy revenue to ensure that the one-time extraction of a resource pays 
dividends into the future. 

States	that	capture	high	effective	tax	rates	are	better	prepared	to	deal	with	impacts,	and	have	more	
options for investing in approaches to sustaining long-term wealth.

Taxes and royalties on oil, natural gas, and coal are based on the production value of energy de-
velopment.		The	“effective	tax	rate”	is	the	ratio	of	energy	revenue	to	the	gross	value	of	the	energy	
produced—i.e.,	governments	with	higher	effective	tax	rates	capture	more	value	from	the	same	
amount	of	production	as	do	governments	with	lower	effective	tax	rates.		

In	this	section	we	present	production	value	and	revenue	data	from	energy	resources	in	Colorado,	
Montana,	New	Mexico,	Utah,	and	Wyoming.		We	compare	these	data	to	calculate	the	effective	
tax	rate	for	each	state.		We	also	highlight	some	of	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	each	state’s	tax	
structure	and	how	it	contributes	to	higher	or	lower	revenue.		Finally,	we	examine	the	role	tax	
policy plays in dampening or exaggerating the volatility inherent in energy revenue.

Total Revenue from Energy Resources

Figure	1	shows	the	relative	importance	of	energy	revenue	to	each	state.		The	U.S.	Census	of					
Governments	publishes	annual	summary	statistics	of	all	state	and	local	government	revenue	across	
the	country.		These	data	provide	for	easy	comparisons	between	states.	Using	both	state	and	local	
government	budgets	is	important	for	two	major	reasons:	one,	energy	revenue	is	collected	by	and	
distributed to both state and local agencies; and two, the way services are provided varies between 
states,	(e.g.,	public	schools	receive	a	larger	proportion	of	funds	from	the	state	in	New	Mexico	com-
pared to Montana, where property taxes are the largest funding source for school districts). When 
these factors are considered, one can see clearly in each state the portion of total state and local 
government revenue that comes from energy development. 
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Figure 1. Energy Tax Revenue as a Portion of Total State and Local Government Revenue, 2006, Colorado, 
Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming4 

Figure	1	shows	that	Colorado’s	combined	state	and	local	government	revenue	is	large	when	com-
pared to its peers, and energy revenue makes up only a small proportion, just under 2 percent, 
of	all	government	revenue	in	2006.		Wyoming’s	budget,	by	comparison,	is	small,	and	heavily	
dependent on energy production for revenue.  Wyoming received 44 percent of all general govern-
ment	revenue	from	energy	production	in	2006.		Energy	revenue	is	also	important	in	New	Mexico,	
contributing 14 percent of all government revenue.  Montana receives 5 percent of all revenue 
from	energy	production,	and	Utah	receives	more	modest	revenue	from	oil,	natural	gas,	and	coal	at	
about 2 percent. 

In	each	state,	the	lion’s	share	of	energy	revenue	comes	from	three	main	sources:	production	taxes,	
property taxes, and mineral royalties.  The relative importance of these three revenue streams is 
shown	in	Figure	2.
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Figure 2.  Contribution of Production Taxes, Property Taxes, and Royalty Revenue to Total Energy         
Revenue, 2006, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming5 

Figure	2	shows	that	in	general,	production	taxes	(green)	are	the	single	largest	source	of	energy	
revenue.		Federal	and	state	royalties	(yellow	and	blue,	respectively)	are	relatively	more	important	
in	states	with	more	drilling	on	public	lands,	including	Utah	and	New	Mexico.		The	comparative	
importance of royalties in these states is exaggerated because royalties are deductable from many 
production taxes, reducing overall production tax revenue as royalty payments increase.  Property 
taxes (red) are important in Colorado and Wyoming.  Montana does not levy property taxes on 
oil and natural gas, but about half of production taxes are returned directly to local government in 
return for the state eliminating the property tax in the late 1990s.  

The	particular	makeup	of	each	state’s	revenue	stream	can	be	important	to	how	revenue	is	received,	
and	what	kinds	of	services	are	ultimately	funded.		For	example,	production	taxes	are	levied	against	
the	current	year’s	production	value,	while	property	tax	collections	can	lag	production	by	two	years.		
Governments	most	reliant	on	property	taxes	may	find	it	more	difficult	to	keep	pace	with	surging	
energy production because of this lag.  We explore these issues in detail later in this report. 
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Energy Production Value

Production value is the basis for mineral taxation, and is a measure of the revenue potential from 
energy commodities.  Production value is the sum of production volume (measured in barrels of 
oil, cubic feet of natural gas, or tons of coal) times price. 

Most of the growth in production value from energy development since 2000 has been due to 
rapidly increasing commodity prices and a surge in drilling for natural gas spurred by high prices 
and	new	technologies.		Figure	3	illustrates	the	production	value	of	oil	and	natural	gas	over	the	last	
25	years.		Figure	4	illustrates	the	production	value	of	coal	over	the	last	25	years.

Figure 3. Production Value of Oil and Natural Gas in Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyo-
ming, 1981–2006 (2006 Dollars)6

The	Energy	Information	Administration	publishes	annual	information	on	production	volumes	of	
oil,	natural	gas,	and	coal,	and	the	average	price	in	each	state.		Using	these	data	from	a	common	
source yields consistent and comparable production value figures for each state in each year.  

Figure	3	shows	that	Wyoming	has	the	highest	production	value	of	oil	and	natural	gas	at	over	$15	bil-
lion	in	2006,	followed	by	New	Mexico	with	$13.7	billion,	Colorado	at	nearly	$9	billion,	and	Utah	at	
$3	billion.	Montana	has	the	lowest	production	value	from	oil	and	natural	gas	at	$2.7	billion.	
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Declines	in	production	values	in	the	1980s,	particularly	in	Wyoming	and	New	Mexico,	were	driv-
en by declining levels of oil production as prices remained relatively static.  The dramatic increases 
in production value since 1999 are largely due to higher commodity prices and new natural gas 
production.		For	example,	natural	gas	production	volume	increased	50	percent	in	the	five	states	
between 1996 and 2006, and natural gas prices more than tripled over the same period.  

The steep declines in oil and natural gas production value in 2003, and again in 2006, shown in 
Figure	3	reflect	a	decrease	in	commodity	prices.		In	both	of	these	years,	production	volumes	con-
tinued to rise, but significant volatility in price led to steep declines in production value. 

Figure 4. Production Value of Coal in Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming, 1985–2006 
(2006 Dollars)7 

Figure	4	shows	that	Wyoming	is	the	clear	leader	in	coal	production	value	with	over	$4	billion	in	
2006.		The	other	four	states	each	had	less	than	$1	billion	in	the	same	year,	with	Montana	at	less	than	
$500	million	in	production	value.		The	production	value	of	coal	is	much	lower	than	that	of	oil	and	
natural	gas.	In	2006,	in	the	five	Intermountain	West	states	we	profile,	the	combined	production	
value of oil and natural gas was four to fourteen times higher than the production value of coal.   
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Figure	5	illustrates	volatility	in	energy	production	value	by	graphing	percent	change	in	oil	and	
natural gas production value from year to year.8  Volatility is important because state and local 
governments rely on energy revenue to fund basic government services, including education, 
roads, and public health and safety.  The uncertainty of energy revenue from year to year makes it 
difficult to plan budgets and invest in necessary capital improvements or expansions.  

Figure 5. Volatility of Oil and Natural Gas Production Value, Percent Change from Previous Year, 1981–
20069

The average price in the five-state region often rises or falls by 20 percent or more, with larger 
price	swings	occurring	since	1999.		For	example,	production	value	in	Colorado	dropped	by	more	
than 20 percent between 2002 and 2003, then rebounded by nearly 75 percent in the next year.

In	the	current	surge	in	energy	development,	rapidly	increasing	natural	gas	production	has	largely	
masked the volatility in price, so states have not felt acutely the instability of mineral production 
values.  However, the inherent instability of energy prices, and the boom-and-bust pattern of 
energy	production	in	the	Intermountain	West	over	time	exposes	state	and	local	governments	to	
dramatic annual changes in revenue.  
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Energy Effective Tax Rates: What Proportion of Production Value Does Each State 
Capture?

The	effective	tax	rate	is	a	ratio	of	tax	revenue	to	gross	production	value:

Production Value

Tax Revenue
=  Effective Tax Rate

The	effective	tax	rate	accounts	for	differences	between	states’	tax	structures,	and	allows	for	
comparisons	of	the	tax	rate	paid	by	industry	across	states.		Higher	effective	tax	rates	will	capture	
more value from the same amount of production, providing government with more revenue.  

Calculating	the	effective	tax	rate	is	an	easy	way	to	compare	how	each	state’s	tax	policy	decisions	
compare	because	it	takes	into	account	all	the	different	taxes,	tax	rates,	and	incentives	in	each	state.		
Table	1	shows	production	values,	energy	revenue	data,	and	effective	tax	rates	in	Colorado,	Montana,	
New	Mexico,	Utah,	and	Wyoming.		We	added	the	effective	tax	rates	for	production	taxes,	property	
taxes, and state and federal royalties to arrive at the total tax rate paid by industry in each state.  

Table 1:  Production Value, Energy Revenue, and Effective Tax Rate in Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, 
Utah, and Wyoming,  2006.11  

Volatility
Volatility in energy production value is a function of two factors: price and production volume.  
Commodity prices rise and fall dramatically in response to a variety of factors—see our report U.S. Energy 
Needs and the Role of Western Public Lands for a discussion of the factors that influence fossil fuel prices.10  
Production volume responds to changes in demand, price, new technologies, and other factors.  because 
energy revenue is linked to production value, it can be volatile, too.  

Tax policy can exaggerate or lessen revenue volatility. Tax rates and incentives tied to production volume 
or price will exaggerate volatility (e.g., Utah’s severance tax rate is higher when prices are high).  states that 
invest a portion of production tax revenue into permanent funds can build a long-term and a more stable 
revenue stream from interest income.   

Governments depend on energy revenue to provide basic government services.  Volatility makes it 
difficult and risky to plan for necessary infrastructure and services, such as hiring new police officers or 
building a new school.  

Production Value Production Taxes Property Taxes Royalties Total Revenue
Effective Tax 

Rate  
State 
Rank

Wyoming $19,205,049,360 $988,113,065 $962,592,273 $1,132,005,554 $3,082,710,892 15.9% 1
New Mexico $14,457,210,310 $1,059,200,950 $156,051,915 $959,905,780 $2,175,158,645 15.0% 2
Montana $3,122,113,050 $233,495,247 $11,690,801 $79,145,790 $324,331,838 10.4% 3
Utah $3,751,395,980 $77,074,318 $39,786,879 $251,799,166 $368,660,363 9.9% 4
Colorado $10,925,100,709 $211,259,304 $240,000,000 $178,656,983 $629,916,287 6.2% 5
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Table	1	shows	that	effective	tax	rates	vary	significantly	between	the	states.		Wyoming’s	effective	tax	
rate	of	15.9	percent	is	one-and-a-half	times	higher	than	Colorado’s	6.2	percent	effective	tax	rate.		
New	Mexico’s	15.0	percent,	Utah’s	12.1	percent,	and	Montana’s	9.8	percent	effective	tax	rates	also	
show significant variation between the states.  

In	addition,	Figure	6	shows	that	effective	tax	rates	are	highly	volatile	over	time.		This	can	occur	
when reforms or changes in tax policy are adopted, but more importantly volatility is introduced 
into tax rates because the tax structure itself is sensitive to commodity price and production vol-
ume.		For	example,	some	states	charge	higher	tax	rates	when	commodity	prices	are	high,	such	as	
Utah’s	two-tiered	severance	tax	rate	that	taxes	oil	and	natural	gas	net	income	above	a	certain	price	
threshold at 5 percent and production value below the price threshold at 3 percent.  

Tax	incentives	are	also	linked	to	the	timing	of	production.		For	example,	Montana	offers	a	
first-year	exemption	from	severance	taxes	on	new	oil	and	natural	gas	wells.		As	new	production	
becomes	a	larger	share	of	all	production,	the	effective	tax	rate	falls.		Most	states	also	offer	low	or	no	
tax	rates	on	“stripper	wells”	that	produce	oil	and	natural	gas	volumes	under	a	specific	threshold.		

All	of	these	different	tax	rates,	incentives,	and	exemptions	add	up	to	an	effective	tax	rate	that	varies	as	
price rises and falls, as new production comes online, and as the productivity of individual wells changes.  

Figure 6. Effective Tax Rates on Energy Resources in Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming, 
2000–200612  
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Figure	7	shows	that	severance	tax	collections	in	Colorado	(blue	line)	change	much	more	
dramatically from year to year than do tax collections in Wyoming (green line).  

Figure 7. Volatility of Oil and Natural Gas Revenue, Percent Change From Previous Year, Colorado and 
Wyoming, 1987–200713

The	tax	policy	choices	Colorado	and	Wyoming	have	made	are	largely	responsible	for	the	difference	
in	revenue	volatility	between	the	two	states.		Colorado’s	unique	property	tax	exemption	from	sev-
erance	taxes	accounts	for	the	higher	volatility	of	severance	tax	revenue	shown	in	Figure	7.		The	lag	
in	property	tax	collections	effectively	means	the	tax	break	reduces	current	severance	taxes	by	the	
amount	of	property	taxes	paid	two	years	prior.		If	production	values	rise	over	time,	the	value	of	the	
property tax deduction will be relatively smaller than the same exemption when production values 
have	declined	from	year	to	year.		As	a	result,	the	property	tax	deduction	lowers	industry’s	severance	
taxes, but does so in an erratic manner, exaggerating volatility.14  

Revenue	in	Wyoming	is	still	highly	volatile,	but	the	tax	structure	has	not	unduly	exacerbated	this	
volatility.  Wyoming has made significant investments in a permanent fund that now returns a steady 
stream	of	revenue	to	the	state’s	general	fund	(nearly	$125	million	in	2006).15		Figure	7	combines	current	
(annual)	severance	tax	revenue	with	interest	income	from	the	Wyoming’s	permanent	fund.		Wyoming’s	
tax structure and return on investments provide a more reliable income stream for the state. 

In	the	next	section,	we	discuss	in	more	detail	the	main	differences	between	the	states’	tax	structures	
that	lead	to	such	highly	divergent	effective	tax	rates,	and	that	account	for	some	of	the	volatility	
from year to year. 
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Tax Structure: Effective Tax Rates Vary

The important components of tax structure that vary between states include the type of taxes that 
are levied (e.g., production tax vs. property tax), the base tax rate, and the number and types of 
incentives	and	exemptions	that	are	granted	in	each	state.		In	pointing	out	strengths	and	weaknesses	
of	each	state’s	tax	structure,	we	identify	best	practices	and	suggest	areas	for	reform.		

Colorado 

Tax breaks in Colorado result in a low and volatile effective tax rate.  The Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights 
(TABOR) limits Colorado’s ability to capture the revenue potential of rising production value.

Colorado’s	severance	tax	base	rests	on	a	sliding	scale	between	2	and	5	percent,	depending	on	the	
gross	income	of	the	producer.		The	major	reason	for	Colorado’s	low	effective	tax	rate	is	the	state’s	
policy that allows oil and natural gas producers to deduct 87.5 percent of their property taxes paid 
to local governments from the severance taxes owed to the state.16		In	some	situations,	producers	
pay	no	severance	tax	at	all	when	the	property	tax	deduction	exceeds	severance	taxes	due.		In	
addition,	Colorado’s	“stripper	well”	(low	production	well)	incentive	is	generous,	both	in	terms	of	
the upper limit of qualifying well production volume, and the size of the rate reduction.  

In	November,	2008,	Colorado	voters	will	consider	reforms	to	remove	the	property	tax	exemption	
and	the	stripper	well	incentives.		Had	these	reforms	been	in	place	in	2006,	Colorado’s	effective	
tax	rate	would	have	been	8.4	percent—a	full	2.2	percent	higher	than	the	current	effective	tax	rate,	
but	still	the	lowest	rate	among	the	five	states	we	profile	in	the	Intermountain	region	(based	on	an	
estimated	$200	million	in	additional	tax	revenue).	

Colorado’s	Taxpayer	Bill	of	Rights	(TABOR)—which	restricts	growth	of	government	spending	
to the rate of inflation plus population growth, requires a popular vote on any tax increase, and 
mandates	any	surplus	to	be	returned	to	taxpayers—has	limited	the	state’s	ability	to	keep	up	with	
revenue	increases.		For	example,	Colorado’s	coal	severance	tax	rate	was	frozen	at	54	cents	per	ton	
in	1993	when	TABOR	took	effect.		Colorado’s	rate	otherwise	would	have	risen	or	fallen	along	
with commodity prices (1 percent change in tax rate for every 1.5 percent change in price).  One 
estimate	puts	lost	revenue	at	$40	million	for	the	period	2000	to	2005.17   

TABOR	can	also	have	severe	impacts	on	local	governments	where	local	inflation	and	economic	
growth exceed statewide averages, by not allowing them to even keep pace with growing service 
demands.		Local	inflation	on	Colorado’s	West	Slope,	where	most	new	energy	development	is	tak-
ing	place	in	the	state,	is	higher	than	the	Front	Range	average	inflation	rate	against	which	spending	
is	benchmarked.		As	a	result,	counties	that	have	not	voted	to	overturn	TABOR’s	restrictions	(called	
voting	to	“de-Bruce,”	after	TABOR’s	author	Douglas	Bruce)	may	have	to	lower	tax	rates	on	indus-
try, or return revenue in excess of limits to taxpayers to remain within revenue limits.18	Ironically,	
TABOR’s	intent	to	protect	individual	taxpayers	from	government	excess	may	be	reducing	taxes	on	
oil, natural gas, and coal companies. 
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Montana

Revised in the late 1990s, Montana’s mineral taxation policies offer a mixed blessing of a simpler tax 
structure and lower effective tax rates. 

Montana reformed its mineral tax policy in the late 1990s in an attempt to stimulate exploration 
and drilling in the state.  The state consolidated a number of state and local taxes (including 
property	taxes)	on	oil	and	natural	gas	into	a	single	production	tax.		Replacing	oil	and	natural	gas	
property taxes with the production tax eliminated the lag between production and tax collection 
inherent to property taxes—a real benefit to counties reliant on property taxes for the majority of 
local	revenue.		A	simpler	tax	structure	is	also	more	efficient	to	administer.		

The state also lowered its base tax rate on all wells drilled after 2001, from about 12 percent on 
oil	and	15	percent	on	natural	gas	to	about	9	percent	on	both.		Montana	also	offers	a	first-year	
incentive on new production that reduces the production tax rate from 9 percent to under 1 
percent for 12 to 18 months, depending on the type of well.  The result is that as new production 
becomes	a	larger	share	of	total	production,	the	state’s	effective	tax	rate	drops	and	volatility	
increases. 

The Montana tax reforms described above were aimed at attracting more energy companies to 
the state, but this strategy has been overwhelmed by surging energy prices, leading companies to 
increase	production	throughout	the	Intermountain	West.		Production	value	in	Montana	grew	by	
$2	billion	between	2000	and	2006,	which	represents	the	smallest	increase	of	the	five	Intermoun-
tain	West	states	we	profile.		Wyoming	added	over	$10	billion	in	production	value	over	the	same	
period,	with	an	effective	tax	rate	50	percent	higher	than	Montana’s.		

There	is	no	evidence	to	suggest	that	Wyoming’s	higher	effective	tax	rate	has	hurt	the	state,	or	that	
Montana’s	lower	rate	has	drawn	investment	from	other	parts	of	the	energy-producing	West.		The	
Montana	Department	of	Revenue	estimates	that	the	state	left	half	a	billion	dollars	on	the	table	
between	2003	and	2007	(the	Department	estimated	the	difference	between	actual	tax	revenue	and	
what would have been collected if the incentives had not been adopted).19  

New Mexico

New Mexico’s mineral taxation policies achieve a high effective tax rate, mainly through a heavy reliance 
on state production taxes and royalties.

The state charges four separate production taxes on oil and natural gas (including severance, 
emergency school, conservation, and producers tax) that add up to a base rate of just over 7 
percent.20		Overall,	the	state’s	tax	structure	is	returning	the	second	highest	effective	tax	rate	in	the	
five-state	study	area,	closely	behind	Wyoming.		Property	tax	collections	are	relatively	low	in	New	
Mexico,	and	local	government	receives	fewer	direct	disbursements	of	state	tax	revenue.		As	a	result,	
New	Mexico’s	tax	structure	may	be	putting	communities	in	the	difficult	position	of	funding	local	
services and infrastructure from a relatively small property tax base.  We explore this issue in more 
detail in section three of this report, which describes how states distribute and spend revenue from 
energy production. 
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Utah

Utah’s oil and natural gas severance tax may be increasing revenue volatility, and Utah is the only state 
not to levy a coal production tax. 

Utah	is	the	only	state	in	the	Intermountain	West	that	levies	property	taxes	against	the	net	
present	value	of	oil	and	natural	gas	reserves.		This	means	Utah	taxes	the	value	of	oil	and	natural	
gas	reserves	in	the	ground	rather	than	taxing	production	value	when	it	is	extracted.		As	prices	
have	risen	over	the	last	several	years,	so	has	the	value	of	Utah’s	oil	and	natural	gas	reserves,	and	
industry has paid higher property taxes on the same resource base as a result.  However, property 
taxes remain the least important of the major sources of revenue from oil and natural gas in 
Utah.		Even	for	local	governments,	federal	royalty	revenue	distributed	through	the	Department	
of	Transportation	and	the	Permanent	Community	Impact	Fund	can	be	more	significant	than	
property taxes.21  

Utah’s	oil	and	natural	gas	severance	tax	is	tied	to	net	profits	(as	opposed	to	net	production	value)	
and	is	two-tiered:	the	first	$13	per	barrel	of	oil	and	the	first	$1.5	per	mcf	of	natural	gas	are	taxed	
at 3 percent.  The rate increases to 5 percent for the portion of value above those threshold prices.  
High prices mean a larger proportion of the tax base (net profits) is paying the higher tax rate, and 
the	effective	rate	climbs.		When	prices	drop,	so	does	the	effective	tax	rate.		There	have	been	several	
attempts to reform the two-tier system under the current and past governors, but so far these 
reforms have failed.22  

Utah	has	no	coal	severance	tax,	and	the	state	returns	a	low	effective	tax	rate	on	coal.23    

Wyoming

A high effective tax rate and high production values provide the highest revenue from energy among the 
study states, but leaves Wyoming vulnerable to the volatility of the oil and natural gas industries.

In	the	late	1990s	and	early	2000s	when	the	state	was	facing	budget	shortfalls,	the	Wyoming	
legislature asked if and how tax incentives could stimulate additional exploration and production 
in the state to create jobs and tax revenue.  Two state-commissioned studies concluded that tax 
incentives	would	have	little	effect	on	exploration	and	production,	but	that	different	tax	rates	could	
result in significantly lower or higher revenue to the public.  

The studies explain that energy industries are closely tied to the location of resources and addition-
al factors, including price, technology, regulation, and geology may play a larger role in determin-
ing	exploration	and	production	than	tax	policy.		As	a	result,	Wyoming	chose	not	to	offer	incentives	
to industry (nor did the state raise taxes) and today the state has record budget surpluses from the 
surge	in	energy	prices	and	drilling	activity.		Industry	does	not	appear	to	be	sensitive	to	large	differ-
ences	in	effective	tax	rates	between	the	five	energy-producing	states	in	the	Intermountain	West.		

Wyoming	has	done	an	effective	job	of	maintaining	a	tax	structure	that	works	for	the	state	and	the	energy	
industry,	while	capturing	the	highest	ratio	of	revenue	to	energy	produced	of	any	state	in	the	Intermoun-
tain	West.		However,	Wyoming’s	heavy	reliance	on	energy	resources	(energy	revenue	made	up	almost	
half of all state and local revenue in 2006) exposes the state to the volatility inherent in energy revenue. 
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Summary findings 

Effective tax rates vary dramatically between states, with some states capturing significantly 
higher amounts of tax revenue from oil, natural gas, and coal production.

Wyoming’s	effective	tax	rate	of	15.9	percent	is	one	and	a	half	times	higher	than	Colorado’s	6.2	
percent	effective	tax	rate.		New	Mexico’s	15.0	percent,	Utah’s	12.1	percent,	and	Montana’s	9.8	
percent	effective	tax	rates	also	show	significant	variation	between	the	states.		Higher	effective	tax	
rates will capture more value from the same amount of production, providing government with 
more revenue.  This means Wyoming is in the best fiscal position to mitigate the impacts of energy 
extraction, and will have more options for investing and spending energy revenue in ways that 
build	long-term	wealth.		Colorado’s	low	effective	tax	rate	will	make	it	less	able	to	respond	to	press-
ing needs, and to leverage wealth from non-renewable resources into broader economic growth.

Public revenue derived from energy production is inherently volatile and states benefit if they 
address this instability proactively. 

Energy	taxes	and	royalites	are	based	on	production	value,	which	can	be	highly	volatile.		As	a	result,	
energy revenue can be highly volatile, too. Providing services from an uncertain revenue stream 
makes long-term fiscal planning difficult, and can be risky particularly for rural counties and 
small	towns.		Local	government	may	use	energy	revenue	to	hire	new	police	officers,	or	to	build	a	
new	school,	only	to	see	revenue	fall	if	energy	prices	or	production	drops	off.		Tax	structure	has	an	
important	dampening	or	exaggerating	effect	on	revenue	volatility,	so	states	have	the	ability	to	bring	
greater	predictability	to	their	revenue	stream.		Colorado	and	Utah	have	done	relatively	poorly	at	
adopting	tax	policy	that	manages	volatility,	while	Wyoming	and	New	Mexico	have	done	relatively	
better. 
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How Property Taxes leave local governments Behind  
local governments depend largely on property taxes to fund local services, including roads, public 
safety and education.  Property is assessed for taxation based on the previous year’s production value, 
and tax collections are based on the previous year’s assessments, adding up to a two-year lag between 
when production occurs, and when taxes are collected.  

This system works well enough for property with stable or slowly growing value, including homes and 
commercial property.  However, the current pace and scale of energy development in the Intermountain 
West means the revenue local governments need to keep pace with rapidly growing needs does not 
arrive in time to build new infrastructure or plan for growing service demands.  

figure 8 illustrates this lag by comparing the timing of production, assessments, and tax revenue in 
Colorado. The rapid increase in oil and natural gas production value in 2000 resulted in a subsequent 
increase in assessed value in 2001, but revenue did not flow to counties, cities and schools until 2002. 

Figure 8. Production Value, Assessed Value, and Tax Revenue from Oil and Natural Gas in Colorado, 1990–
200724
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a recent report commissioned by the northwest Colorado Council of Governments shows how the lag 
is exacerbated by the need to plan, design and construct capital facilities so that they are in place to 
accommodate the growth and demands from the oil and natural gas surge.25  because the infrastruc-
ture to support drilling activities (e.g., roads) and population growth (e.g., hospitals, police, and fire 
services) needs to be in place before drilling begins, the lag means that local governments dependent 
on property taxes as their main source of revenue must go into debt, borrow from other funds, or go 
without these critical services.   

Figure 9. Timing of Infrastructure Needs vs. Availability of Revenue from Property Taxes (NWCOG)26
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DOES STATE TAx pOLICY AffECT THE SCALE Of ENERGY 
ExpLORATION AND pRODUCTION, AND THE AMOUNT Of REVENUE 
CApTURED BY GOVERNMENT?

Energy development generates hundreds of million of dollars in tax revenue annually for each 
of	the	five	energy-producing	states	we	profile—Colorado,	Montana,	New	Mexico,	Utah	and	
Wyoming.		And	in	Wyoming,	energy	revenue	accounted	for	44%	of	all	state	and	local	govern-
ment revenue in 2006.  Consequently, these states are concerned that tax policy could limit their 
overall	level	of	production	and	potentially	cost	them	jobs	and	income.		At	the	same	time,	states	
are looking to ensure that the public receives a fair share of energy revenue.  This report stresses 
that capturing more revenue from energy development is good for the public, but just how far can 
government go?  The evidence is mixed.  

In	the	last	year,	tax	hikes	on	energy	development	have	been	implemented	in	Alaska,	Arkansas	and	
Alberta.		Coloradans	will	vote	on	a	ballot	initiative	in	November	to	eliminate	incentives	from	the	
severance	tax.		If	successful,	the	vote	would	have	the	effect	of	increasing	the	severance	tax	rate	on	
oil	and	natural	gas.		In	these	three	states	and	one	Canadian	province,	industry	and	government	
have	taken	different	views	about	the	likely	outcome	of	the	tax	increases,	and	independent	
academic studies assessing the resulting impacts on actual production and revenue levels are few.  

In	the	previous	section,	we	explained	that	effective	tax	rates	on	energy	production	vary	dramati-
cally between states.  But in the recent surge in energy development, have these divergent rates led 
to variable levels of investment and production as companies choose to locate in areas with the 
most	favorable	tax	climate?		Wyoming	and	Montana’s	divergent	choices	in	the	late	1990s	offer	a	
case	study.		In	the	late	1990s,	energy	prices	were	low	and	new	exploration	and	production	were	
relatively flat in both states.  Wyoming faced steep budget deficits, and legislators in both states 
were looking for ways to jump-start the energy economy.  

In	the	hopes	of	stimulating	production,	Montana	simplified	its	tax	structure	and	reduced	pro-
duction tax rates from 15 to 9 percent on oil wells and from 12 to 9 percent on natural gas wells 
drilled after 2001, and extended the definition of stripper wells (low producing wells) that qualify 
for lower tax rates.  Montana added these reforms on top of existing incentives that nearly exempt 
new	production	from	production	taxes	(the	rate	is	0.5%	for	the	first	12	to	18	months	depending	
on	the	type	of	well).		As	a	result,	as	new	production	becomes	a	larger	share	of	all	wells	in	Montana,	
the	effective	tax	rate	on	oil	and	natural	gas	production	declines.				

At	the	same	time,	Wyoming	commissioned	two	studies	to	model	the	likely	outcomes	of	tax	incen-
tives and tax increases on the oil and natural gas industries.  The studies concluded that tax incen-
tives would not stimulate significant new production or economic activity, but would cost the state 
millions	in	lost	tax	revenue.		The	studies	also	found	the	opposite	true:	that	higher	tax	rates	would	
produce new revenue with little risk of slowing the energy economy.27		As	a	result,	in	2000	Wyo-
ming eliminated a 2 percent reduction in its severance tax rate granted the previous year.  
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We calculated in the previous section that the overall tax rate faced by industry is higher, by about 
50 percent, in Wyoming than in Montana.  This is a direct result of the tax policies pursued by 
each state in the late 1990s and early 2000s.  

What,	if	any,	effect	has	this	had	on	the	energy	economy	in	Wyoming	and	Montana?		Both	states	
have experienced a surge in natural gas drilling and an increase in commodity prices since 2000.  
Wyoming	added	over	$10	billion	in	production	value	and	Montana	about	$2	billion	between	
2000	and	2006.		New	drilling	continues	in	Wyoming	at	a	faster	pace	than	in	Montana,	and	
Wyoming’s	energy	economy	is	significant.		There	is	little	evidence	in	the	overall	figures	to	suggest	
that	firms	fled	Wyoming’s	higher	tax	climate	and	moved	to	Montana.		If	anything,	Wyoming’s	
communities where energy development is taking place are overwhelmed by the frantic pace and 
scale of drilling—see our case study Impacts of Energy Development in Wyoming, with a Case Study 
of Sweetwater County for more information on Wyoming.   

TAxES AND ENERgy ACTIVITy:  ACADEMIC STUDY FINDINGS
  
In the late 1990s, the Wyoming state legislature commissioned two academic studies ot evaluate the 
likely impact of tax and/ore incentive policies on the pace and scale of energy activities.  Key findings of 
the Wyoming research include:  

Production tax incentives have little effect on where energy companies choose to explore and drill.  •	
The oil and natural gas industries are guided chiefly by the location of reserves, and are less able to 
relocate than are industries with mobile capital resources (such as textile mills or auto-makers).  

Production taxes are deductable from federal income tax liability so industry does not feel the •	
full benefit of tax increases, or pay the full increase in tax hikes.  When taxes are raised, revenue is 
shifted from the federal to the state government, and vice-versa.  

Production taxes are “downstream” taxes, meaning they are levied only on successfully producing •	
wells.  as a result, production taxes have little effect on exploration.   Tax policy can change the tim-
ing of extraction.  a tax on reserves in the ground tends to accelerate extraction as energy com-
panies attempt to “mine out from under the tax.”  Taxes on production (i.e., severance taxes) slow 
production as industry may hold reserves and wait for high prices or other market advantages.  

other factors such as price, access to markets (e.g., oil and natural gas pipelines), technology, and •	
regulations have more significant effects on industry activities.  Considering tax policy alone can-
not fully explain industry choices and the resulting geography and pace of energy exploration and 
production in the Intermountain West. 

Sources: s. Gerking, et. al., Mineral Tax Incentives, Mineral Production and the Wyoming Economy, 2000 
and M. Kunce, et. al., State Taxation, Exploration, and Production in the U.S. Oil Industry, 2001. see note 27 
(endnotes) for full references.
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By retaining a higher tax rate, Wyoming is in a better position to capture revenue from the current 
surge	in	energy	production	value.		Revenue	in	Wyoming	grew	by	335	percent	from	2000	to	2006,	
compared	to	280	percent	in	Montana	over	the	same	period.		At	the	request	of	lawmakers	in	Mon-
tana,	the	Department	of	Revenue	studied	the	impact	of	tax	incentives	introduced	in	1999	and	
calculated	they	have	cost	the	state	$515	million	in	lost	revenue	between	2003	and	2007.28		Debate	
in Montana is still focused on whether the current surge in production is due to the tax incentives, 
or would have happened anyway, thanks to higher prices and new technology.  While the figures 
above are not definitive, they lend credence to the latter view.     

Although	outside	the	scope	of	this	report,	it	is	instructive	to	examine	briefly	the	case	of	Alaska	
where the state legislature passed reforms in 2007 that will increase the tax rate on oil and natural 
gas.		Alaska’s	effective	tax	rate	in	2006	was	18.8	percent,	already	higher	than	the	five	states	we	
profile—three	times	higher	than	Colorado’s	effective	tax	rate	of	6.2	percent.29		In	Alaska,	industry	
argues tax hikes will diminish their extraction activities and ultimately slow the economy, reducing 
state tax revenue. 30   

Like	Wyoming,	Alaska	commissioned	an	independent	review	of	the	evidence.		The	economic	
consulting firm hired by the state concluded that the profit margins of oil and natural gas compa-
nies	are	high	enough	that	they	should	remain	highly	profitable	at	higher	tax	rates.		For	example,	
the	report	found	that	“the	Prudhoe	Bay	infill	drilling	program	as	presented	by	the	Alaska	Oil	and	
Gas	Association	and	British	Petroleum	is	so	profitable	that	under	even	the	most	extreme	net	tax	
structure,	oil	companies	should	want	to	continue	their	reinvestment	program.”31  

What	can	Colorado	voters,	who	will	decide	in	November	whether	to	support	or	oppose	a	ballot	
initiative	that	would	eliminate	two	large	deductions	from	the	state’s	oil	and	natural	gas	severance	tax,	
learn	from	these	examples?		If	the	ballot	measure	is	approved	and	the	tax	breaks	are	dropped,	Colora-
do’s	effective	tax	rate	will	still	be	the	lowest	of	the	five	energy-producing	states	we	profile,	and	signifi-
cantly	lower	than	Alaska’s.		Based	on	this	comparison	between	Colorado’s	effective	tax	rate	and	those	
of	its	neighbors,	we	expect	that	Colorado’s	energy	economy	will	not	be	affected	by	the	tax	increase.	

But we also urge caution about drawing too many conclusions about industry activities from tax 
rates	alone.		A	main	message	of	the	Wyoming	studies	is	that	tax	policy	is	only	one	of	many	factors	
that	influence	energy	exploration	and	production,	and	a	small	one	at	that.			Furthermore,	a	focus	
on	tax	policy	alone	can	distract	from	issues	important	to	the	public	welfare	that	we	turn	to	next:	
each	state’s	need	to	adequately	mitigate	the	impacts	of	energy	development	and	to	ensure	that	
extraction of fossil fuels contributes to long-term economic competitiveness and financial health.  
The	outcomes	of	energy	development,	we	argue,	begin	with	a	fair	and	effective	tax	rate.		
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Summary findings 

States can increase effective tax rates and realize higher revenue from energy development 
with little risk of affecting the local energy economy. 

The oil, natural gas and coal industries are guided chiefly by the location of reserves, and are less able 
to relocate than are industries with mobile capital resources (such as textile mills or auto-makers).  
Other factors such as price, access to markets (e.g., oil and natural gas pipelines), and technol-
ogy	have	more	significant	effects	on	industry	activities.		We	also	find	no	evidence	to	suggest	that	
the	dramatically	different	effective	tax	rates	in	the	Intermountain	West	we	have	led	to	more	or	less	
investment from state to state.  Montana reduced its tax rates and extended incentives to the oil and 
natural	gas	industries	in	the	late	1990s.		At	the	same	time,	Wyoming	studied	the	issue,	finding	that	
new incentives were unlikely to stimulate new exploration and drilling, and chose not to alter its tax 
structure.		The	results	of	these	choices	are	clear:	Wyoming	has	captured	proportionately	higher	ben-
efits than Montana from the current surge in energy production value, and there is no evidence that 
Montana’s	tax	breaks	worked—Montana	has	stimulated	less,	not	more,	energy	development	than	
Wyoming and left more than half a billion in revenue on the table. 
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HOW WELL DOES EACH STATE DIRECT REVENUE fROM ENERGY  
DEVELOpMENT TO MANAGE ITS IMpACTS, AND INVEST AND SpEND 
REVENUE TO BUILD LONG-TERM WEALTH?

If	energy	revenue	is	filling	government	coffers	around	the	West,	what	choices	are	states	and	local	
governments making about how to spend these funds?  Why should states endeavor to capture 
high	effective	tax	rates?		

Energy development is lucrative for states, but is also an intensive land use that can have signifi-
cant	impacts	on	communities	and	the	environment.		Air	and	water	quality,	and	fish	and	wildlife	
may	suffer	if	drilling	is	not	pursued	responsibly.		Drilling	rigs	and	heavy	traffic	can	tear	apart	
county roads not designed for heavy industrial use.  The influx of new employees can stress local 
health,	police,	and	social	services.		Local	communities	must	increase	spending	significantly	to	keep	
pace	with	new	service	demands	and	infrastructure	needs.		State	agencies	have	no	choice	but	to	
scale up to continue their existing level of industry oversight.  Yet for all this to happen, revenue 
must be sufficient in time, place, and amount.  Otherwise, agencies and communities dealing with 
the direct impacts of energy development will lack the resources they need, when they need them.

Energy revenue should keep pace with industry impacts, and contribute to long-term well-being 
where resources are extracted.  To do this, energy revenue must exceed what is required to address 
direct needs and—by replacing the wealth that is exported from an area—support new investment 
in the human and physical capital of a place, making it more competitive in the future.  

In	previous	reports	in	our	Energy and the West	series,	we	assess	the	dangers	to	the	public’s	long-
term interests from economic over-specialization.  These dangers are particularly acute during 
surges in energy development, especially for communities where extraction and employees are 
situated,	but	also	for	small	state	economies	such	as	Wyoming’s	that	are	heavily	reliant	on	energy	
revenue.  

In	this	section,	we	detail	the	distribution	of	energy	revenue	in	each	state	across	three	broad	catego-
ries	of	spending	and	investment:	

1. Direct spending on providing services that facilitate energy development.  This includes 
roads, public safety, permitting and review of energy projects, and regulating and mitigating 
the impacts of extraction activities on communities, infrastructure, and the environment. 

2. Long-term investments.		Investing	energy	production	tax	revenue	in	a	dedicated	fund	
creates a long-term income stream to compensate, to some degree, for the permanent 
depletion	of	non-renewable	resources.		In	addition,	interest	earned	on	permanent	invest-
ments provides a more stable income stream than inherently volatile tax revenue from 
energy production. 

3. Support for education, infrastructure, and general government.		A	portion	of	energy	
revenue	should	be	directed	toward	agencies,	programs,	and	services	that	build	the	state’s	
human and physical capital, adding to future competitiveness and public well-being.  
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Figure	10	and	Table	2	show	how	energy	revenue	is	distributed	across	the	spending	and	investment	
categories	defined	above	for	each	state	in	2006.		In	the	figure	and	table,	“direct	energy	spending”	
is defined as all allocations and spending by agencies and governments that directly monitor and 
regulate the energy industry, build and maintain infrastructure used by the industry (e.g., county 
roads), and provide services impacted by energy development, such as local police, emergency, and 
health services.  The figure also presents education as a category independent from general govern-
ment	spending.		A	portion	of	energy	revenue	in	each	state	is	collected	directly	by	school	districts	
through property taxes, and most states require distributions of production taxes and royalties to 
public schools.  

Figure 10. Percent Distribution of Oil, Natural Gas, and Coal Revenue in Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, 
Utah, and Wyoming, 200632 

Table 2. Distribution of Oil, Natural Gas, and Coal Revenue in Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and  
Wyoming, 200633
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Figure	10	shows	that	Utah	allocates	the	largest	share	of	energy	revenue	to	direct	spending	that	fa-
cilitates energy development (orange), followed by Colorado and Montana. These states apportion 
significantly higher percentages of energy revenue to direct energy spending than do Wyoming and 
New	Mexico.		Table	2	shows	that	Wyoming,	despite	distributing	a	small	proportion	of	its	energy	
revenue to direct energy spending, still allocates the largest total dollar amount for this purpose 
among	the	five	states.		This	is	because	Wyoming’s	energy	revenue	is	significantly	higher	than	its	
peers,	who	direct	larger	shares	but	from	much	smaller	revenue	bases.		New	Mexico	distributes	the	
lowest proportion and the lowest absolute amount to direct spending on facilitation of energy 
development.  

All	states	spend	a	large	share	of	revenue	on	education	(brown),	much	of	which	includes	property	
taxes levied by local school districts.  Montana spends significantly less than its peers at about 
14 percent.  However, spending on education may be somewhat higher than these figures reflect 
because	a	share	of	revenue	distributed	to	each	state’s	general	fund	may	be	used	to	support	public	
schools, and in the case of Montana a portion of the production tax distributed to local govern-
ment funds local school districts.     

Wyoming directs the largest share of energy revenue to its severance tax permanent fund (gray) 
thanks	in	large	part	to	large	one-time	discretionary	payments	made	from	the	state’s	general	fund.		
Colorado is next, investing over 10 percent of all energy revenue into a revolving loan fund that 
supports water projects in the state (water demand in the state is expected to exceed current sup-
plies by 2030).  Montana has capped the permanent fund that would otherwise receive revenue 
from oil and natural gas development, but continues to invest coal severance tax revenue into a 
permanent	fund.		Utah	had	no	permanent	fund	in	2006,	but	has	subsequently	created	a	severance	
tax fund that will begin receiving revenue in 2009.  

New	Mexico	and	Montana	direct	the	largest	proportion	of	revenue	to	the	state’s	general	fund	
(green),	followed	by	Wyoming.		Colorado	and	Utah	spend	the	smallest	proportion	on	general	
government,	directing	about	10	percent	and	20	percent,	respectively,	to	the	general	fund.		Gen-
eral	government	expenditures	by	the	state	benefit	all	of	a	state’s	citizens,	but	they	may	or	may	not	
address the impacts of energy development, or be used to promote economic diversification or 
broader	competitiveness.	(General	government	is	defined	as	revenue	directed	to	the	state’s	general	
fund. These dollars are used for public benefit, but may or may not be dedicated to one of the 
three main categories used in this study.  Close examination of the details of general fund spending 
is beyond the scope of this report.) 
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Figure 11. Principal Balance, Annual Investments, and Annual Income from Production Tax Permanent 
Investment Funds, FY 2006 

Figure	11	shows	that	Colorado’s	Department	of	Natural	Resources	(DNR)	Severance	Tax	Perpetu-
al	Fund	stood	at	$201	million	in	2006.		The	funds	are	managed	by	the	Colorado	Water	Conserva-
tion Board and provide a revolving low-interest loan fund for water projects, as well as a long-term 
funding stream for capital construction, maintenance, and study of water projects.  Twenty-five 
percent	of	annual	severance	tax	collections	are	distributed	to	the	DNR	Perpetual	Fund,	amounting	
to	$53	million	in	2006.		In	2006,	investment	and	loan	income	totaled	$6.7	million.		

Montana’s	Resource	Indemnity	and	Groundwater	Assessment	Tax	(RIGWAT)	permanent	fund	
reached	its	cap	of	$100	million	in	2002.		As	a	result,	Montana	does	not	invest	any	current	oil	and	
natural gas production tax revenue in a permanent fund, instead depositing about 90 percent of 
the	state	share	of	production	taxes	into	the	general	fund.			By	comparison,	50	percent	of	the	state’s	
coal severance tax is invested into a suite of perpetual and revolving loan funds with a combined 
principal	balance	of	about	$730	million	in	2006.34  
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New	Mexico’s	Severance	Tax	Bonding	Fund	had	a	market	value	of	$4.15	billion	in	2006.35  Over 
time,	oil	and	natural	gas	production	has	contributed	the	lion’s	share	of	revenue	into	the	fund,	
with	coal	and	other	minerals	making	up	the	rest.		New	Mexico’s	severance	tax	is	first	directed	to	
pay down severance tax bonds issued by the legislature to fund state infrastructure projects. The 
remainder	is	directed	to	the	fund.		In	the	last	ten	years,	the	distribution	to	the	fund	has	varied	be-
tween	1	percent	and	85	percent	of	annual	severance	tax	revenue.		In	2006,	25	percent	of	severance	
taxes	were	placed	in	the	fund,	totaling	$123	million.	

Utah	is	the	only	state	with	no	current	severance	tax	permanent	fund,	although	one	was	recently	
created	and	will	begin	receiving	all	annual	severance	tax	revenue	over	$41	million	after	2008.		

The	Permanent	Wyoming	Mineral	Trust	Fund	(PWMTF)	had	a	market	value	of	$2.97	billion	at	the	
end of 2006.36		2.5	percent	of	severance	tax	revenue	is	distributed	to	the	PWMTF,	along	with	peri-
odic	one-time	payments	at	the	discretion	of	the	legislature.		In	2006,	total	distributions	to	PWMTF	
totaled	46	percent	of	all	severance	taxes	(essentially	a	redistribution	from	the	general	fund).		Invest-
ment	earnings	from	the	PWMTF	flow	to	the	state	General	Fund	($123.95	million	in	FY	2006,	
representing	12.7	percent	of	total	FY	2006	state	General	Fund	revenue).

Each state invests a portion of state royalties from trust lands into a permanent fund that supports 
public schools.  Because these funds are similar from state to state, we do not show them here, 
but focus instead on how production taxes are invested.  Production tax revenue is invested at the 
discretion	of	the	legislature,	unlike	school	trust	revenue,	and	is	a	better	indication	of	each	state’s	
approach to investment.  

Different Distributions between States: A Closer look

In	this	section,	we	discuss	some	of	the	main	differences	between	state	spending	decisions,	and	
highlight what we see as comparative strengths and weaknesses.   

Colorado

Direct Energy Spending:   Colorado statute directs that local governments, including cities and 
counties directly impacted by energy development, receive more than half of all energy revenue—
the highest proportion of the five states we profile.  Half of severance taxes and about 40 percent 
of	federal	royalties	are	distributed	to	cities	and	counties	through	the	Department	of	Local	Affairs	
(DOLA)	direct	and	grant	distributions.		Property	taxes	are	retained	entirely	by	local	governments	
and	school	districts.		In	total,	51	percent	of	energy	revenue	is	allocated	to	direct	spending	that	
facilitates energy development and mitigates its impacts. 

Despite	the	high	proportion	of	mandated	distributions,	we	estimate	only	41	percent	is	returned	
to cities and counties where development is taking place, meaning 10 percent of funds intended 
for energy-focused local governments and state agencies that provide direct services to the energy 
industry are diverted instead to general government needs.  The state auditor detailed what he 
concluded	to	be	the	misdirection	of	Department	of	Local	Affairs	(DOLA)	grants	in	a	2007	report,37 
and	DOLA	documents	that	$29	million	in	severance	taxes	in	2006	funded	“other	state	programs”	
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instead	of	accruing	to	the	Department	of	Natural	Resources,	the	agency	responsible	for	monitoring	
and regulating energy development in the state.38		A	second	state	auditor’s	report	explains	that	the	
lack	of	funding	and	training	for	DNR	staff	has	led	to	ineffective	oversight	of	industry	in	Colorado.39   

In	addition,	a	review	of	DOLA’s	grants	that	did	go	to	energy-focused	communities	were	often	not	
in	the	form,	amount,	or	time	required	to	handle	pressing	needs.		For	example,	grants	are	too	small	
to cover the costs of large road projects, and the annual grant cycle makes it nearly impossible to 
fund ongoing service needs from these funds.40  

General Government:  Colorado is the only state that does not require any funds be deposited 
into its general fund.  However, the state has consistently used severance tax funds intended for 
the	Department	of	Natural	Resources	on	general	government	activities,	to	the	tune	of	$29	million	
in	2006.		In	addition,	a	large	share	of	DOLA	grants	went	to	communities	with	little	or	no	energy	
development,	using	these	funds	to	support	needs	unrelated	to	the	energy	economy.		In	total,	10	
percent of all energy revenue is diverted to other state and local government needs not associated 
with energy development.  

Our report does not assess the net outcome of these diversions from direct spending to the general 
government, but it is worth asking if Colorado is missing an opportunity to provide communities 
and agencies dealing directly with the energy industry with adequate funding to cope better and 
benefit more fully from oil, natural gas, and coal extraction.41  We began this report by highlight-
ing	a	Colorado	legislative	committee’s	tour	of	the	West	Slope,	leading	the	participants	to	agree	that	
the	current	level	of	funding	to	Colorado’s	energy-focused	communities	is	insufficient	to	deal	with	
the pace and scale of energy development they face.  We turn to this issue more fully in a later 
report in our Energy and the West	series	that	profiles	Garfield	and	Mesa	Counties	in	Colorado.	

Long-term Investments:  Considerable	confusion	exists	in	Colorado	over	the	state’s	investments.		
The Rocky Mountain News reported that the state has no permanent fund.42		In	reality,	Colorado	is	
required	to	invest	the	largest	proportion	of	its	severance	tax	revenue	annually	into	the	DNR	Sever-
ance	Tax	Perpetual	Fund	(although	New	Mexico	and	Wyoming	have	made	larger	annual	contribu-
tions to their permanent funds over time).43		The	single-purpose	use	of	the	DNR	fund	for	water	
projects sets Colorado apart from its peers that use investment income to fund general government 
programs.		Reforms	on	the	ballot	in	November	2008	propose	to	invest	15	percent	of	new	sever-
ance tax dollars into a second perpetual fund that will eventually support a broader suite of state 
and local services, including public education.44 

Montana

Direct Energy Spending:		Montana’s	production	tax	revenue	is	split	between	the	state	and	local	
governments roughly 50/50.  This is an improvement over local property taxes that the production 
tax	replaced	because	the	production	tax	is	levied	against	the	current	year’s	production	value,	reduc-
ing	the	lag	between	production	activities	and	revenue	to	local	government.		The	state’s	first-year	
exemption on new drilling re-introduces a lag, but to a lesser extent because only the new portion 
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of production in the county is exempt.  

Long-term Investments:  Montana is the only state not investing current revenue from oil and 
natural	gas	into	a	permanent	fund	(Utah	created	a	severance	tax	fund	in	2008).		With	recent	price	
increases, oil and natural gas production now generates nearly six times the revenue of the coal 
severance	tax	on	an	annual	basis.		By	using	all	oil	and	natural	gas	revenue	on	a	“pay	as	you	go”	
basis, Montana is missing an opportunity to build a long-term income stream from one-time oil 
and natural gas wealth extracted from the state. 

New Mexico

Direct Energy Spending:		 New	Mexico	distributes	very	few	of	its	production	taxes	directly	to	city	and	
county governments, leaving local government largely dependent on a relatively small property tax 
base	from	oil,	natural	gas,	and	coal.	As	a	result,	local	governments	receive	a	smaller	share	of	mineral	
production value when compared to the state, and to local governments in other states.  The oil and 
natural	gas	conservation	fee	funds	the	state	Division	of	Oil,	Gas	and	Mining	and	the	oil	and	gas	
reclamation fund.45 

General Government:	 State	severance	taxes	are	first	used	to	pay	debt	service	on	bonds	issued	
for	the	purpose	of	building	New	Mexico’s	infrastructure.	Any	remaining	funds	are	directed	to	the	
state’s	permanent	fund.		Revenue	from	the	emergency	school	tax	is	deposited	in	the	general	fund,	
and	pays	for	the	state’s	school	equalization	program.		New	Mexico’s	school	equalization	program	
places	an	emphasis	on	state	funding	for	schools	to	reduce	the	differences	between	wealthy	and	
poor taxing districts.46		As	a	result,	local	schools	in	New	Mexico	are	less	dependent	on	property	
taxes than schools in other states.  

Long-term Investments:		 New	Mexico’s	permanent	severance	tax	fund	returns	4.7	percent	of	the	
5-year	average	market	value	to	the	state	general	fund	annually	($172	million	in	2006).		New	
Mexico’s	distribution	formula	returns	a	more	stable	revenue	stream	to	the	state	than	other	states	
who	distribute	annual	investment	earnings.		If	the	corpus	of	the	fund	grows	slower	than	5	percent,	
the	state	is	effectively	spending	down	the	principal	of	the	Trust.		When	investments	grow	faster	
than	5	percent,	the	state	is	effectively	reinvesting	interest	income	and	growing	the	fund.		

Utah 

Direct Energy Spending:		Utah	distributes	the	majority	of	energy	revenue	to	local	governments.		
Forty	percent	of	federal	royalties	fund	local	highways	and	are	distributed	to	counties	proportion-
ate to the amount of federal royalties generated in each county.  The majority of the balance is 
distributed	through	the	Permanent	Community	Impact	Fund	that	makes	loans	and	grants	to	state	
agencies and local governments impacted by energy development.  

General Government:			 Currently,	all	state	severance	tax	collections	are	deposited	in	the	state’s	gen-
eral	fund.		However,	reforms	adopted	this	year	will	see	annual	severance	tax	revenue	above	$41	mil-
lion	directed	to	a	permanent	fund	instead	of	the	general	fund.		Additional	reforms	that	had	proposed	
to spend some revenue on dedicated economic development programs intended to diversify the 
state’s	economy	failed,	meaning	severances	taxes	up	to	$41	million	will	still	go	to	the	general	fund.			
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Long-term Investments:			 Utah	is	the	only	state	with	no	current	severance	tax	permanent	fund,	
although	one	was	recently	created	and	will	begin	receiving	annual	severance	tax	revenue	over	$41	
million after 2008.  

Wyoming

Direct Energy Spending:   Wyoming returns a low proportion of state revenue directly to local gov-
ernments.47		Only	about	3	percent	of	severance	taxes	and	2	percent	of	Federal	royalties	go	to	cities	
and towns.  This leaves local government almost wholly dependent on local property tax collec-
tions.  

General Government:			 Wyoming’s	state	government	has	done	well	during	the	current	surge	in	
production	values	in	the	state.		Natural	gas	drilling	and	high	commodity	prices	reversed	a	$200	
million	budget	deficit	in	1999,	and	the	state	currently	sits	on	a	billion	dollar	surplus.		Local	gov-
ernments where drilling is taking place have not seen the same kind of windfall. 

Schools	have	enjoyed	increasing	revenue	as	well.		Nearly	half	of	all	energy	revenue	is	directed	to	
public	schools,	and	the	state	offers	Wyoming	high	school	graduates	generous	scholarships	to	at-
tend university, paid for with energy revenue to the state.  Twenty-seven percent of federal royalties 
went	to	public	schools	through	the	School	Foundation	and	Capital	Construction	Funds	in	2006.		
The remainder (about 70 percent) of production tax and federal royalties went directly to the gen-
eral	fund,	or	into	the	state’s	permanent	fund	that	returns	interest	revenue	to	the	general	fund.		

Summary findings 

Some states direct higher sums to address immediate needs directly related to energy extrac-
tion, while others do a better job investing in permanent funds to provide income to meet 
future needs.

Colorado	and	Utah	distribute	the	highest	proportions	of	revenue	from	energy	production	to	com-
munities	and	agencies	managing	the	direct	impacts	of	extraction	activities.		Wyoming	and	New	
Mexico retain proportionately more at the state level, depositing revenue in the state general fund.  
On the one hand, these two states steer smaller proportions of energy production tax revenue to 
communities where the impacts from energy development are often acute and can erode quality 
of	life	for	citizens	if	they	are	not	adequately	mitigated.		On	the	other	hand,	Wyoming	and	New	
Mexico have invested the largest amount of energy revenue into permanent funds, which now 
generate significant income that helps to pay for education and infrastructure statewide.  Montana 
rests squarely in the middle, sharing oil and natural gas production taxes evenly between the state 
and local governments where energy production is taking place. 
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CONCluSIONS

The extraction of oil, natural gas, and coal is a one-time opportunity to create wealth for the long-
term	benefit	of	the	West’s	citizens.		State	and	local	government	leaders	should	ensure	that	industry	
access to these resources is balanced with policies that ensure public benefit.  

Energy development is intensive, and can have significant impacts on communities and the envi-
ronment.  Communities focused on energy development should also be wary of economic over-
specialization and volatility.  Tax policy can generate revenue to mitigate the immediate impacts of 
energy	production,	and	invest	in	infrastructure	and	services.	It	can	also	support	permanent	funds	
that can be used to invest in long-term competitiveness and well-being, and smooth the volatility 
of the energy industry and revenue.   

States	in	the	Intermountain	West	make	remarkably	different	choices	about	how	to	tax	and	distrib-
ute the proceeds of energy development, and these choices go a long way toward determining the 
net benefits of fossil fuel extraction.  

Each	of	the	five	Intermountain	West	states	we	profile	captures	hundreds	of	millions	of	dollars	
annually	from	oil,	natural	gas,	and	coal	taxes	and	royalties.		Ultimately,	each	state	realizes	a	
very	different	percentage	of	the	value	of	energy	extracted	within	their	borders	based	on	state	tax	
structures.	Thus,	each	is	positioned	differently	to	benefit	from	production.		Wyoming	and	New	
Mexico leverage the highest rates, nearly one and a half times the rate in Colorado.  Colorado is 
pursuing	reforms,	but	even	if	these	are	approved,	they	will	leave	the	state	with	the	lowest	effective	
tax rate of the five states we profile.  Our research suggests that states can be more aggressive in 
increasing tax rates with little risk of dampening the energy economy and associated revenue.  

Spending	decisions	differ	as	dramatically	as	tax	structure.		States	that	spend	the	most	on	directly	
addressing	the	impacts	of	the	energy	industries	include	Utah	and	Colorado,	although	Wyoming	
spends	the	most	in	absolute	terms.		New	Mexico	and	Wyoming	direct	the	largest	sums	to	the	
state’s	general	fund.		Addressing	the	direct	impacts	of	the	energy	industries	is	essential	to	maintain-
ing the existing quality of life and healthy business climate for small and large companies outside 
the	energy	industry.		Ideally,	revenue	should	sufficient	to	allow	states	to	invest	a	portion	to	build	a	
long-term and stable revenue stream, and to invest in economic development strategies that ben-
efit the rest of the economy. 

In	this	report,	we	provide	a	framework	that	will	help	decision-makers	identify	questions	
and where to look for answers.  We explore the net benefits of energy development in more 
detail in four state and county-level reports in our Energy and the West	series	available	at:	
www.headwaterseconomics.org/energy.  
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45	Goodwin,	above	n	20.	
46	The	Equity	Sector:	The	New	Rules	Project, “New	Mexico’s	School	Funding	Formula,”	

http://www.newrules.org/equity/nmfund.html (accessed June 24, 2008). 
47	“Wyoming	Severance	Taxes	and	Federal	Mineral	Royalties,”	(presentation	by	Dean	Temte	of	the	Wyoming	

Legislative	Service	Office,	August	28,	2007),		http://legisweb.state.wy.us/budget/wyosevtaxes.pdf.
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